October has been a busy month for the MILL! From Iron Man arc reactor models to a senet game board, the MILL is churning out prints and projects daily.

The MILL’s workshop series had an especially strong lineup this month; not only did patrons have the option to learn computer-based skills such as Adobe Photoshop and Excel tips, but they also had the opportunity to try something a bit more hands-on: glass etching! Using the Silhouette Cameo, stencils are cut and applied to glasses. From there, the process is as simple as applying an etching cream and rinsing it off.

MILL workshop activities are not limited to workshop time frames; patrons are welcome to try out glass etching, Photoshop, and more any time they visit!

To keep up with our ever-developing makerspace, follow @uidahomill on Facebook and Instagram, and visit often!

**UPCOMING WORKSHOPS**

11/1: Easy Graphic Design with Canva
11/08: Get Started with Linux!
11/15: Create an Interactive Resume with Adobe Spark

Interested in leading a workshop? Contact Courtney Pace at cpace@uidaho.edu

**TOURS**

The MILL always appreciates tour groups; if you are interested in bringing a group in to tour the MILL, please contact MILL Manager Courtney Pace at cpace@uidaho.edu

This 3D printed spider can be seen perusing bookshelves in the UI Library

A result from the glass etching workshop
OCTOBER PROJECTS

3D printed hourglass; VTD “ancient relic” project

3D printed lantern; VTD “ancient relic” project

3D printed comb; VTD “ancient relic” project

3D printed replica of the ancient Egyptian board game Senet

A result from the glass etching workshop

3D printed cow